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In Indonesia, philanthropy is identical to Zakat. Zakat belongs to a specific domain because it has its characteristics of knowledge. This research studied knowledge graph in the Zakat domain called KGZ which is conducted in Indonesia. This area is still rarely performed, thus it becomes the first knowledge graph for Zakat in Indonesia. It is designed to provide basic knowledge on Zakat and managing the Zakat in Indonesia. There are some issues with building KGZ, firstly, the existing Indonesian named entity recognition (NER) is non-restricted and general-purpose based which data is obtained from a general source like news. Second, there is no dataset for NER in the Zakat domain. We define four steps to build KGZ, involving data acquisition, extracting entities and their relationship, mapping to ontology, and deploying knowledge graphs and visualizations. This research contributed a knowledge graph for Zakat (KGZ) and a building NER model for Zakat, called KGZ-NER. We defined 17 new named entity classes related to Zakat with 272 entities, 169 relationships and provided labelled datasets for KGZ-NER that are publicly accessible. We applied the Indonesian-Open Domain Information Extractor framework to process identifying entities’ relationships. Then designed modeling of information using resources description framework (RDF) to build the knowledge base for KGZ and store it to GraphDB, a product from Ontotext. This NER model has a precision 0.7641, recall 0.4544, and F1-score 0.5655. The increasing data size of KGZ is required to discover all of the knowledge of Zakat and managing Zakat in Indonesia. Moreover, sufficient resources are required in future works.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The utilising of KGs in the industry has been popular since 2012 when Google released Google Knowledge Graph (Ehrlinger & Wöß, 2016; Kärle et al., 2018; Fensel et al., 2020). Furthermore, the development of Knowledge Graphs (KG) is followed by many industries, including Airbnb, Amazon, eBay, Facebook, etc. (Fensel et al., 2020). Besides Industry areas, KGs have also been built for research purposes and are open and accessible by any researchers. As examples of these are YAGO, Freebase, Wikidata (Krötzsch, 2017; Fensel et al., 2020), DBpedia (Fensel et al., 2020), etc. Those KGs are known as Open Knowledge Graph (OpenKG), in which the content can be accessed by the public (Fensel et al., 2020). However, from extensive research related to KGs, there have several definitions of terms of the KG, and there is no formal definition of a KG. This research adopts the KG definition from (Fensel et al., 2020). The term KG is a graph of data, which stored knowledge of the real-world represented by nodes as entities (e.g., people, places, objects) and edges as a relation between
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entities (e.g., located in, capital of). KGs can be implemented on various applications, including integrating, managing data from multiple data sources (Fensel et al., 2020). Compared with relational databases, KGs have many advantages, powerful tools to manage extensive scale knowledge (Lv Qingjie et al., 2014). The KG leveraged graph theory to capture hidden value from knowledge stored to help users get insight from their knowledge and become the system more intelligent.

KGs also can be implemented in a specific domain. In this research, we have chosen the Zakat domain as a case study. Zakat is the 3rd pillar in Islam (Farah Aida, Rashidah and Normah, 2012) that an obligation for a Muslim who has assets that have reached the limit for Zakat. Basically, some components must be fulfilled in Zakat processes: the first is mustahik, which is a Muslim that receives Zakat based on certain criteria (asnaf). Second is Muzakki, a Muslim or a group that has the capability to pay Zakat. The third Amil Zakat is a Muslim or institution to satisfy five basic human requirements based on MaqasidSyariah or goals and objectives in Islamic laws: religion, physical self, knowledge, dignity, and wealth (Farah Aida, Rashidah and Normah, 2012). Amil Zakat is assigned to manage Zakat both collect and distribute Zakat. The next component is Nisab of Zakat. Nisab of Zakat is a threshold or minimum of assets owned by muzakki, which is eligible to pay the Zakat. Last but least, the Zakat tariff is calculated based on the Nisab of assets.

In Indonesia, the Government and society have been working together managing Zakat, which the Government represents the authority to BAZNAS. A community can create an organisation in the form of LAZ (Lembaga AmilZakat) to help the Government. In this way, Managing Zakat refers to the third model of Islamic managing Zakat, which is defined by (K, 2015). As a representation of the Government, BAZNAS has several roles in managing Zakat. The first is as a regulator, which is with the Government managing rules of Zakat. It also recommends to the Government for an organisation that needs a permit to operate managing zakat. In another role, the BAZNAS becomes a coordinator and operator in managing Zakat. As a coordinator, BAZNAS has duties to ask Zakat’s report implementation from operators and report it to the Government.

Meanwhile, as an operator, BAZNAS and also with LAZ are working together to run managing Zakat including collecting, distributing, and utilising Zakat. There are many BAZNAS and LAZ that spread in 34 provinces and 514 cities in Indonesia. Furthermore, there is a significant gap between the potential Zakat around 217 trillion rupiahs and the realization of zakat collection, only about 3.67 trillion (Beik & Zaenal, 2016). The vast gap is caused by many transaction zakat payments direct to individual amil zakat who does not register as LPZ (Sukmana et al., 2017, 2019). These facts encourage digitalization in managing Zakat in Indonesia to accelerate Zakat’s dissemination of knowledge to society. Building a KG for managing Zakat which is called KGZ. It is a solution towards creating an ecosystem for zakat society to increase society’s awareness to pay Zakat to the official institutions and involve the community to collaborate with LPZ in the collection, distribution, and utilisation of Zakat.

This research aims to study how to create the KG, which appropriates for Zakat in which it is a specific domain. The remainder section of this paper, section 2, explains the motivation and related works, section 3 talk about the research method, section 4 discuss results and section 5 presents the conclusion and future works.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORKS

Indonesian is a kind of low resource language (Ikhwantri, 2019), where is the research of application of this language on KGs still rarely performed. There are some issues about it including existing Indonesian NER research relatively few (Wibawa & Purwarianti, 2016). The Indonesia experiment of NER is not that good compared to English (Gunawan et al., 2018). Recent research was done by (Sukardi et al., 2020) using the neural network combination using BiLSTM and CNN. Indonesia NER researches dominate to recognize the named entity of PERSON, ORGANISATION, LOCATION (Syafifudin & Nurwidiantoro, 2016; Gunawan et. al., 2018; Ikhwantri, 2019) including MISC (Gunawan et al., 2018) and EVENT (Ikhwantri, 2019). (Wibawa & Purwarianti, 2016) introduces 11 new classes of a named entity that can be used in Indonesian NER, i.e., God, Facility, Product, etc.

However, some concepts of Zakat cannot be categorized into existing named entity, i.e., instances of things that can
be used to pay the Zakat like money, rice, wheat, and cows, etc. depend on the kind of Zakat. For those reasons, the implementation of Indonesian on a knowledge graph creation is more challenging than English. Regarding this research and based on the best of our knowledge, there is no research performing in building a knowledge graph for the Zakat domain yet. Those facts encourage us to start studying how to create the knowledge graph for Zakat. This section explains investigations on building knowledge graphs that are dominant under English.

Several kinds of research related to building KGs in a specific domain have been found in various fields, including media, tourism, Government, geography, life sciences, etc. (Fensel et al., 2020). And other research, the knowledge graph is implemented for fighting human trafficking (Szekely et al., 2015). For a detailed example, researchers (Kärle et al., 2018) built the KG for tourism that is called Tirolean Tourism Knowledge Graph. They used schema.org and extend it to define a set of vocabulary for domain specification or called DS. They were mapping data source both static data (e.g., phone number, address) and dynamic data (e.g., accommodation offers) to schema.org. They used GraphDB to build the KG after they had validated the annotation results from mapping processes.

Another example is the KG implemented for fighting human trafficking (Szekely et al., 2015). In this research, the authors define five steps to build a knowledge graph. The first task is a data acquisition and extraction processes. The second is mapping to the ontology, they used schema.org to map the data acquisition results to ontology and used geonames.org as an entity linking to resolve the city’s problem mentioning appropriating entities in GeoNames in entity linking and similarity steps. Furthermore, to build the knowledge graph, the authors used GraphDB and elastic search in the knowledge graph deployment process. Finally, they build the interface to do queries and visualization of the information or knowledge.

The KGs creation is also applied for incidental events (Mirza, Darari and Mahendra, 2018), which is required three steps to build, namely, document preprocessing, including word sense disambiguation, named entity recognition, semantic role labelling, etc. The second step is incidental event extraction and coreference resolution through document clustering which is followed by the KG construction and population. In the KG construction step, the authors built OWL ontology to discover knowledge about incidental events and documents and then mapping the output from event extraction and coreference in step 2 to their ontology using Apache Jena.

From those related works, they have different cycles to build the knowledge graph. However, we identified the general process in their cycles involving the data acquisition extraction process, mapping to their ontology, and deploying the knowledge graph.

For Indonesian, a paper is related to the KG for traditional Indonesian herbal called Jamu (Susanto, Situmorang and Virginia, 2019). This research proposed a system to manage the knowledge base about Jamu comprehensively. They designed ontology for herb-based on a taxonomy that is defined based on their survey. Therefore, the authors used the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF-Schema (RDFS) to map data sources to ontology schema.

To build a knowledge graph for Zakat, there is no reference regarding knowledge graph construction in Zakat domain. Based on this fact, after we identified the general process to build a knowledge graph, we adopt (Szekely et al., 2015) method with some adjustment to fit with our case. Since there is no knowledge base regarding Zakat and managing Zakat in Indonesia, we skip the implementation of entity linking and jump to the deployment knowledge graph. The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Present the initial knowledge graph for Zakat (KGZ) that the first knowledge graph for this domain
- Provide a NER model to identify the named entity for the Zakat domain and define 17 new named entity classes for the Zakat domain that can be referenced by researchers in future works in the same domain.
- Created a labelled dataset for KGZ-NER that is publicly accessible.

### III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Section 3 will discuss how to build the KG, in which the methodology of the KG creation depends on what domain is what will be applied. It is also adapted to the actors involved, data sources provided, the envisaged applications,
et al., 2020). This section describes our approach to build the KG for Zakat (KGZ) as our case. However, our method can be applied in the general domain, especially to create the Indonesian knowledge graph.

A. Data Acquisition

The first task in the data acquisition step determines the data seed that will be crawled. We divided Zakat’s primary source into online and offline data sources. The online sources comprise the web (e.g., BAZNAS, Rumah Zakat, LAZ Al-Azhar). And the offline sources include a book about Zakat and Wakaf; and the regulation about managing Zakat. Data acquisition is then executed to find relevant data regarding Zakat. We used the data crawler to collect online data. Then, the results of the data crawler are stored on the text files todo the next processes.

Table 1. Data sources information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Online Sources</th>
<th>Offline Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Documents</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sentences</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>2,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>7,118</td>
<td>17,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique words</td>
<td>3,143</td>
<td>5,194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, we collect the books and the regulations related to managing Zakat and convert them to digital files (PDF) for offline data sources (see Table 1). And then, those data are converted to text files. All of the data sources are in Indonesian. The entire documents are 24 documents with 15,979 words comprising 20 documents from online sources and four offline data documents. Furthermore, the next task is applying the preprocessing task to the data.

A typical Natural Language Processing (NLP) process is executed on pre-processing involving extracting data from documents. There are some tasks to do the NLP process like tokenization that separates a piece of text into smaller units or tokens, for example from the text to sentences or sentences to words. Furthermore, text cleansing is a task to remove special characters from strings.

Figure 1. The taxonomy of managing Zakat in Indonesia

B. Identification Taxonomy for Zakat and Building Named Entity Recognition (NER)

In this step, we define the taxonomy of Zakat based on our investigation. Taxonomy aims to capture knowledge structured about Zakat. The managing Zakat taxonomy was created by study literature from several references about Zakat and managing Zakat in Indonesia. Developing of managing Zakat taxonomy is part of ontology engineering. It is provided to support defining named entity classes. Figure 1 depicts the taxonomy of managing Zakat in Indonesia. We used a judgment expert to evaluate the taxonomy through discussion with the expertise in the Zakat domain.

Zakat is divided into two types, namely, Zakat Maal and Zakat Fitrah. Zakat is a subclass of Islam and is regulated by Syariah Islam (Shariah of Islam) and Regulasi (regulations). Furthermore, Zakat is managed by Lembaga Pengelola Zakat (LPZ Zakat Institute). Besides Zakat, LPZ managed Muzaki and Mustahik. Muzaki pays Zakat based on Nisab and Tarif Zakat. LAZ distributes Zakat to Mustahik.

Table 2. The named entity class list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Named Entity Class</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Azas_Pengelolaan_Zakat</td>
<td>APZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Binatang_Ternak</td>
<td>ANI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Harta</td>
<td>HAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Haul</td>
<td>HAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lembaga_Amil_Zakat</td>
<td>LAZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lembaga_Pengelola_Zakat</td>
<td>LPZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>LOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Logam_Mulia</td>
<td>MET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Makanan_Pokok</td>
<td>FOO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mustahik</td>
<td>MUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Muzakki</td>
<td>MUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Nisab</td>
<td>NIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>ORG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Pekerjaan</td>
<td>PEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pengelolaan_Zakat</td>
<td>PZA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>PER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Regulasi</td>
<td>REG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on literature, Zakat is included in a specific domain. In this case, identifying entities on the documents in Indonesia is required to build the new NER model because the available NER (Azkiya et al., 2015; Syaifudin & Nurwidiantoro, 2016) is not sufficient to recognize the entity for Zakat. To make NER for Zakat requires a training dataset, which is not available at this moment. In this research, the dataset training is provided manually. In annotated documents training to identify the entity, we implement the BIO method to annotate the named entity. The IOB tagging is the abbreviation from Beginning (B), Inside(I), and Outside (O). This method is used to distinguish the entity either included in the type of word or phrase.

For example, given a sentence:

“BAZNAS menerima pembayaran zakat fitrah dan akan disalurkan langsung dalam bentuk beras kepada mustahik”
(Literally means, “BAZNAS receives zakat fitrah payments and will be distributed directly in the form of rice to mustahik”)

BAZNAS will be predicted as “B-LPZ”, zakat as “B-ZAK”, fitrah as “B-ZAK”, beras as “B-FOO”, and mustahik as “B-ZAK”, and the remainder of the sentence will be predicted as outside that labelled by O.

To create dataset training, require a named entity class that is annotated on each word/phrase. The named entity class list is shown in Table 2. After that, we use Stanford-NER to build NER and train the model. Furthermore, we implement K-Fold cross-validation to validate KGZ-NER. This new NER model is called KGZ-NER.

C. Identification Relationship Between Entities

Based on our literature searching, there is only one research regarding relation extraction in Indonesian, done by (Gultom & Wibowo, 2017) In Indonesian Open Domain Information Extractor (ID OPENIE). We modified ID-OPENIE by replacing NER with KGZ-NER and then rebuild it using Gradle to get the new distribution of ID-OPENIE. The steps of how to do extraction relations can be seen in Figure 2.

ID-OPENIE using Stanford-CoreNLP as the core for NLP pipelines (e.g., Tokenizer, POS-tagger, Lemmatizer, NER, and Dependency parser). Furthermore, to extract relationships between entities, ID-OPENIE has three modules that execute consecutively. It is from a triple candidate generator with a rule-based, triple selector that applies (classifier) using machine learning with a random forest classifier. It then implements a token expander with a rule-based to produce triples as output. We analyzed the triples manually and divided them into correct, partially correct, and incorrect. The partially correct category comprises triples that have potentially correct after the refinement process, which is conducted manually based on sentences. In this task, we provide correct triples that will be used in the further task.

D. Mapping to Ontology

We use the taxonomy for Zakat to create an ontology for KGZ. The purpose of ontology aims to represent nodes and edges in the knowledge graph. We adopt RDF to represent nodes and the relationship between nodes in the knowledge base model. For example, to represent ontology in RDF, we define class Zakat Maal and its properties:

![Figure 2. Identification of the relationship between entities procedure](image-url)
After KGZ-ontology has been created, the next step is mapping all triples to KGZ-ontology automatically by the module in python programming. And It is stored in the n-triple file formatted. We implement automatic mapping to mapping the instances from the correct triples collections that are produced by the relation extraction processes. The output of this task is generating a file of n-triples RDF that will be used as the input file to create KGZ.

**E. Deployment KG and Visualization**

The last step in building KGZ is building the KG based knowledge base that has been created. We use GraphDB to deploy and visualize KGZ using import features. We can use query features on the SPARQL feature to evaluate KGZ with query knowledge regarding managing Zakat in Indonesia.

**IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The ontology for Zakat that called KGZ-Ontology fully applied to RDF and RDFS. We define class and subclasses based on the taxonomy that has been defined. All classes and their relationship are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

Different from (Harun, Nordin and Hussain, 2008), which defines Zakat ontology focusing on applying of Zakat management system. KGZ- Ontology focuses on managing Zakat in Indonesia as interactions between stakeholders to create the Zakat domain’s digital ecosystem. KGZ-Ontology consists of 8 classes, including Zakat, Lembaga Pengelolaan Zakat, Regulasi, Pengelolaan Zakat, Thing, Person, Organisation, and Location. From those classes, Zakat has six subclasses that comprise Haul, Mustahik, Muzakki, Nisab, Tarif Zakat, and Zakat_Maal.

Zakat class represents all instances regarding the rule of thumbs Zakat. Furthermore, Pengelolaan Zakat has two subclasses, which represent all instances of how Zakat managed in Indonesia that involve collecting, distributing, and utilising the Zakat. Because their concepts do not have derived classes, we do not make them subclasses. We define subclasses of this class as are principal (azaz) and goals (tujuan) of managing Zakat.

Lembaga_Pengelola_Zakat has one subclass, which represents all instances regarding institutions that are managing Zakat in Indonesia. The thing has four subclasses, which represent all instances as supporting other classes that have been defined. For example, Zakat can be paid by rice, wheat, or money. We define those items as instances. Furthermore, we put those instances in a class of Makanan_Pokok (Food) for rice and wheat; And money in the class of Harta (assets). All classes and subclasses are shown in Table 3.

Besides, KGZ-Ontology implements the classes, it has some fundamental properties that are implemented. Some properties have been defined as a relationship between entities. We use RDFS domain and RDFS range to define a relationship in which RDFS domain is an instance of properties to state a resource and RDFS range refers to an instance of properties to declare the value of a property. Those properties can be seen in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Subclasses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zakat</td>
<td>Haul, Mustahik, Muzakki, Nisab, Tarif Zakat, Zakat_Maal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lembaga_Pengelola_Zakat</td>
<td>Lembaga_Amil_Zakat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Regulasi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pengelolaan_Zakat</td>
<td>Azas_Pengelolaan_Zakat, Tujuan_Pengelolaan_Zakat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>Binatang_Ternak, Harta, Logam_Mulia, Makanan_Pokok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pekerjaan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Waktu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We identified 272 entities after we extracted 24 documents using KGZ-NER. To build KGZ-NER model, we use stanford-NER library (Finkel, Grenage, and Manning, 2005). We designed the datasets based on a five-fold cross-validation scenario that consists of training and testing data. Afterward, we produced 5 KGZ-NER models and evaluated the model. We evaluate the model using a command provided by stanford-NER that produces outputs i.e. precision, recall, and F1-score. After a five iteration evaluation of the model, we averaged each of the evaluated results. Based on experiments on it, the KGZ-NER model has a precision, recall, and F1-score of about 0.7641, 0.4544, and 0.5655, respectively. Moreover, The distribution entities that can be identified can be seen in Figure 3.

![The distribution of entities](image)

**Figure 3.** The identification of entities results of 24 documents using KGZ-NER

For relation extraction represented by the triple list, we identified 2,477 triples, which comprise the triples are 78 correct, 205 partially correct, and 2194 incorrect. After the refinement process, the total of correct triples is around 169 triples. These facts show that the effectiveness of using ID-OPENIE in KGZ-relation extraction, only seven percent.

At this point, All of the correct triples have been converted to RDF. Then, triples containing unique instances and relationships are merged. Figure 4 provides a snapshot of KGZ as a simple example. In Which, BAZNAS is an instance of LPZ class with a relationship with Pemerintah (Government) on a relation of `dibentuk oleh` (isFormedBy). Also, BAZNAS has a relation of `diangkat oleh` (isAppointedBy) with Presiden (President) and has a relation of `diatur dalam` (isRegulatedBy) with Peraturan Pemerintah (Government regulations).

The managing Zakat data stored in KGZ can be reached through the SPARQL feature of GraphDB. We can create queries depending on the information needed, such as in the list below that shows a query related to Zakat **Maal**. The result can be seen on Figure 5.

```
PREFIX kgz: <http://kgz.uinjkt.ac.id/ontology#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
select * where {
  ?s rdf:type kgz:Zakat_Maal .
} limit 100
```

Leverage the application programming interface SPARQL query that GraphDB provides. It is allowed to integrate this knowledge graph with other applications to disseminate information about Zakat.

Our KGZs comprises 89 Zakat instances, 47 Thing instances, 18 Lembaga Pengelola Zakat (Zakat institution) instances, 26 Pengelolaan Zakat (Zakat management) instances, 41 Person instances, 25 Organisation instances, 13
Regulasi (Regulation) instances, 7 Pekerjaan (Profession) instances, 5 location instances, 1 Time Period instances. Those instances are depicted in Figure 6.

As an initial knowledge graph, KGZ focuses on providing linked data in the form of RDF. There is no reason for implementation yet to make the knowledge graph more intelligent, which can derive new knowledge from existing facts.

Figure 6. All instances and their relationships in KGZ

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, we present the first Indonesian knowledge graph in Zakat domain. As an initial work, we have defined 17 related classes and at the same time, used ENAMEX NE types, including Person, Location, TimePeriod, and Organisation to build Zakat ontology. Furthermore, KGZ-NER has been designed to detect named entity mentions and assign an appropriate class for each named entity. Due to limited resources, we were able to create a small size of labelled data for KGZ-NER. Conveniently, an existing Open source relation extraction tool for Indonesian has been utilised together with KGZ-NER to extract the relation between NEs. This, finally, contributed to generating 16 relations, and by involving 272 entities we have produced 169 triples in KGZ. Based on this research, we have many future challenges: first, we need to increase the Zakat domain’s dataset benchmark including data training, data development, and data testing. It is required to improve KGZ-NER model accuracy.

Second, the existing Indonesian relation extraction is aimed at a general-purpose. This is the reason why the Indonesian relation extraction in our experiments had poor results. It appears that researching Indonesian relation extraction, especially in the Zakat domain, will be interested. Besides, we need to increase the size of KGZ to discover all of the knowledge regarding managing Zakat in Indonesia. Furthermore, sufficient resources are required in future works.
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